Abstract-The paper deals with the optimal sizing of the contact center. The most important part of the contact centers are their agents, therefore the modeling of their working time is also important. In the case of parameter which describes the number of handled calls during the peak hour also the other factors should be taken into account, such as time for hygienic break and time for other activities after serving of the customer. Such modified parameter can be used in Erlang C equation for calculation of optimal number of the contact center agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
The contact center is dynamic technical system designed for efficient interconnection of users with request for service with operator or with systems capable of meet those needs. The principle is as follows -calling customer should be handled by one or more agents of the contact center. Every agent is trained and supported by corresponding informationtelecommunication system [1] - [7] .
In terms of commercial success of the contact center operators, it is important to serve customers as soon as possible and give them as much information. The main objective is to avoid that the calling customer will lost patience by long waiting and thereby avoid any unnecessary loss of interest of client for service. Contact centers are widely used in many areas: telecom operators, banking, insurance, government, education, health, tourism, etc.
The contact center consists of multiple technical components, such as:
• Private Branch eXchange (PBX), with Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) function, • System management -system for evaluation of handled calls and monitoring of the contact center operation, • Interactive Voice Response (IVR) [8] 
A. Waiting Queue
The contact center represents the efficient resource usage. Therefore it is necessary to count with the situation, that in the time of call no suitable idle agent is available for the caller.
The PBX enqueues incoming calls. The required service is determined (choice of the caller in the IVR) and based on this the call is routed tothe queue for identified service. Call in the queue behaves according FIFO (First In First Out) rule. The special case occurs when the caller is marked as special. In this case the call is placed to the beginning of the queue.
Calls remain in the queue until:
• agent of the called group will become idle, or • expiration of the optional time interval intended for caller waiting (set by manager of the contact center), or • cancellation of call by the caller.
III. QUALITATIVE PARAMETERS OF THE CONTACT CENTER
Quality of Services (QoS) parameters important from customer's view:
• time spent for waiting for available agent, • maximal waiting time for available agent, • service time of request (communication with agent).
For the customer it is also important:
• to be handled by qualified agent, • to be handled by one agent (call transfer between multiple agents is not suitable solution).
The setting of optimal number of agents is the important task for contact center manager. Therefore, he should to determine the number of agents such that customers will be satisfied with service and at the same time agents will serve the maximum customers during working time.
Following QoS parameters are important for determining the optimal number of agents [11] from the contact center manager point of view:
• the average number of calls during busy hour, • the average number of calls waiting in the queue, • the average waiting time of customer in the queue [10] , [12] , [14] , [15] , • the average service time of customer by agent (this value should be decreased during contact center operation) [13] , • set of maximum waiting time of the customer for serving by agent, • determine of percentage of incoming calls that should be connected with agent within specified time, • the probability that all agents are occupied when customer is calling, • the agent utilization (for determining the number of minutes when agent is active during busy hour).
IV. ESTIMATION OF THE OPTIMAL NUMBER OF AGENTS THROUGH ERLANG C EQUATION
We can assume following parameters:
• upper bound for request enqueue: P C (manager will set the probability when all agents will be occupied), • number of requests the agent can serve during busy hour:
µ, • number of requests that are output of IVR system and are entering the service process: λ .
Erlang C equation [16] - [20] can be then stated in following form:
From this equation (1) we can calculate the final number of agents m by iteration.
The number of agents m can be calculated also through equation (2) if another parameters are defined:
• Grade of Service (GoS): percentage of requests received for serving by agent until defined time AWT (Acceptable Waiting Time), • AWT: maximal time which the request can spent in queue for available agent for defined GoS percentage.
By modification of equation (2) we have equation (3), which states the required number of contact center agents:
Based on such stated number of agents m it is possible to calculate another QoS parameters of the contact center from Erlang C equation:
• occupancy of one agent in serving group:
• average waiting time in serving group queue:
• average number requests in service time queue:
• average number of requests in service time system:
V. MODELING OF THE WORKING TIME OF CONTACT CENTER AGENT
In the case of activity of contact center agent we can think about two notions: idle time and administrative work.
The notion idle time in the contact center system represents time dedicated for example for hygienic break. The contact center manager can set I T minutes of working hour for such idle time. Idle times have also impact on contact center sizing. The modeling of the idle time can be done in two ways:
A. Idle Time -Shortening of the Average Service Time
If we want to preserve the original value of parameter µ (as we assume in chapter 4), representing average number of handled calls during busy hour, then we have to change average service time required for serving of one request (based on given parameter I T -in minutes).
Then for average service rate of one request the following equation must be valid:
where 1/µ I T represents average time (in hours) in which the request must be handled while the original value of parameter µ must be preserved. It means faster service time and also following inequality must apply:
If the shortening of average service time is not suitable, then the number of handled calls during busy hour must be modified (decreased).
B. Idle Time -Handled Calls Decreasing
It is necessary to decrease the number of requests the one agent can serve during busy hour. It leads to increased number of agents required for serving calls. In this way the average service time of one request is not changed.
If we will assume with idle times of agent, then we must use new parameter 1/µ I T in our calculations:
This way of calculation of optimal number of agents in contact center is preferable, because the service time is not shortened.
C. Administrative Work
The notion administrative work in contact center system represents activities the agent must done after every handled call. It means that customer can have request during call which the agent must handle right after the call (e.g. search for invoice or detailed record list, send e-mail, etc.). But such activity has negative impact on number of handled calls during work time of agent.
It is obvious that such activity is not required after every call, but after only percentage of calls. Therefore in the modeling of contact center processes we should also this parameter take into account. This parameter will be denoted as a W . We must also set how much time (in minutes) the agent require for such activity in average. This parameter will be denoted as T a W (in minutes). Assumption of administrative work means that the average service time of one request for one agent will be extended (according to values of parameters a W and T a W ).
The parameter T a W can have values in the range <0, 1>.
• 0: it means that administrative work is not assumed, • 1: it means that administrative work is assumed for every call. Therefore, if we assume administrative work it is necessary to modify (before modeling) the original value of parameter µ (resp. 1/µ), which represents number of handled calls during busy hour and in calculations we must use new parameter µ a W :
where, 1/µ a W represents average service time of call (in hours) while assuming parameters a W and T a W . Then the following inequality will be valid:
The inequality (13) leads to increased number of agents required for handling calls.
Based on above assumptions we can write the final equation (14) , which takes into account the idle times and administrative work of agent µ I T +a W and modifies the original parameter µ, (resp. 1/µ ) into following form:
Also the following inequality will be valid:
From equation (15) we can see that if we will assume the idle times and administrative work of agent, the average number of handled calls during busy hour will be lower than in the case when not assuming the idle times and administrative 5, No. 3 (2016) work. Such assumption and the use of new parameter µ I T +a W in calculations of the optimal number of agents leads to increased number of the required agents. If we will assume the idle time and administrative work, then we can use Erlang C equation and equation for calculation of required number of agents based on GoS parameter in following modifications:
• determine the optimal number of agents using the Erlang C equation: 
• determine the optimal number of agents using Erlang C equation when the parameter GoS is known:
VI. CONCLUSION
In the paper we presented possibilities of modeling of working time of the contact center agent. The parameter of service time of customer we have extended with two more parameters. We took into account the idle time and time for administrative work. Based on this consideration we derived the modification of Erlang C equation for determine the optimal number of the contact center agents.
